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Information: Melanie White filed a complaint against the Montgomery/Anthony ticket for passing out candy and 

bracelets in exchange for votes. Melanie references Article V, Section 2, Item E and Section 9, Article I, Item I.  

White- I walked in at 3:30 on Tuesday and to my right in front of the rock climbing wall, Kennedy was there with a 

large sign, free bracelets and free candy “Free bracelets if you voted” societal pressure of being given something by 

someone to do something that they want you to do. Someone walked by and Kennedy asked if he had voted and he 

said yes, and asked if he could still have a bracelet and Kennedy said “sorry man” Item 9: tabling rules, food has to 

be cleared by risk management, wants clarification if it is there. This affects the outcome of the election because 

they would not have voted if Kennedy wasn’t there giving things to them. 

Anthony- As a university union building manager, I am very familiar with the solicitation policy. We never spoke 

with someone saying that you have to vote for us in order to get what we were giving out. In the past there has been 

“elections and pizza” where if you voted you got pizza those were current candidates. Kennedy was behind the 

table, not watching them vote or leaning over watching who they voted for. We could be helping both candidates 

receive votes from this, because you get something if you have proof that you voted not necessarily voting for us. If 

the table was where the rec puts the table, then it is not us disrupting traffic flow if that’s where the rec decided was 

the best location for the table. There is no evidence that Kennedy was yelling either. 

White Rebuttal- It was not a matter of they’re interrupting based on the placement it was more look at this big sign 

have you voted for us not if you already had voted. It is the fact that he was sitting there with the big poster and the 

bracelets to prompt people to vote for him. It doesn’t matter that he didn’t say it was the fact that he was there 

soliciting because he was calling people over to vote. 

Anthony Rebuttal- As stated, there is no evidence showing that Kennedy was disrupting anyone. Just because 

someone asks me to fill something out doesn’t mean that they are forcing me to put anything down. Kennedy does 

not have an influence on what anyone else does. The conversation was as quoted “Hey have you voted” I don’t 

understand what the issue is with us encouraging the student body to do their civic duty. They get an item after they 

vote regardless of who they vote for. 

Decision: We found that there is no election code violation because the verbiage used by the Montgomery/Anthony 

party did not say that there would be an exchange of snacks/bracelets for a vote towards the Montgomery/Anthony 

party. In addition, we recommended to Melanie White to reporting the incident to the Dean of Students for potential 

policy violation regarding candy. 

 


